Short-Term Wind Power Forecasting Based on Clustering Pre-Calculated CFD Method
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Abstract: To meet the increasing wind power forecasting (WPF) demands of newly built wind farms without historical data, physical WPF methods are widely used. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) pre-calculated flow fields (CPFF)-based WPF is a promising physical approach, which can balance well the competing demands of computational efficiency and accuracy. To enhance its adaptability for wind farms in complex terrain, a WPF method combining wind turbine clustering with CPFF is first proposed where the wind turbines in the wind farm are clustered and a forecasting is undertaken for each cluster. K-means, hierarchical agglomerative and spectral analysis methods are used to establish the wind turbine clustering models. The Silhouette Coefficient, Calinski-Harabaz index and within-between index are proposed as criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of the established clustering models. Based on different clustering methods and schemes, various clustering databases are built for clustering pre-calculated CFD (CPCC)-based short-term WPF. For the wind farm case studied, clustering evaluation criteria show that hierarchical agglomerative and spectral analysis methods are used to establish the wind turbine clustering models. The Silhouette Coefficient, Calinski-Harabaz index and within-between index are proposed as criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of the established clustering models. Based on different clustering methods and schemes, various clustering databases are built for clustering pre-calculated CFD (CPCC)-based short-term WPF. For the wind farm case studied, clustering evaluation criteria show that hierarchical agglomerative and spectral analysis methods are used to establish the wind turbine clustering models. The newly developed CPCC model has a much higher WPF accuracy than the CPFF model without using clustering techniques, both on temporal and spatial scales. The research provides supports for both the development and improvement of short-term physical WPF systems.
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1. Introduction

In the context of the worldwide energy crisis and the urgent need to decarbonize electricity generation, the development of renewable energy has become central to energy policy [1]. Being one of the most mature clean energy technologies, wind energy is now widely used for power generation and is making a significant contribution to the electric power system [2,3]. However, due to the intermittent and time varying characteristics of wind energy, the integration of large-scale wind power into the electricity grid poses significant challenges to the safe and stable operation of power systems [4]. Accurate wind power forecasting (WPF) is an effective way to alleviate this problem since power system operators can then anticipate the wind power production in advance and plan accordingly. In addition, by reducing the uncertainty associated with wind power generation, forecasting can improve the market competitiveness of wind power [5,6].
WPF techniques are mature and widely used; they can be divided into statistical and physical methods [7]. The statistical WPF methods make use of a range of statistical prediction algorithms (neural networks, fuzzy logic, support vector machine and others) and are capable of predicting the wind power with high accuracy for limited look ahead periods [8,9]. However, a large amount of operational data is needed to establish such statistical WPF models, which precludes their application for newly constructed wind farms for which such data is lacking [10]. Physically-based WPF methods adopt the concepts of atmospheric dynamics and boundary-layer meteorology to carry out spatial refinement of coarse meso-scale numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems [11] to the specific site conditions as well as the transformation of the predicted wind speed to the hub height of wind turbines; they use only very limited historical data and can be applied to newly constructed wind farms [12]. Diagnostic and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models are two basic classes of physical WPF systems. Diagnostic models [13] are based on the parameterizations of boundary layer without further dynamical information and are normally used for the modeling of flow over flat terrain. CFD models can dynamically simulate the relevant wind flow fields and deliver higher accuracy and are suitable for flow modeling in complex terrain [14]. Marjanovic et al. [15] have investigated the effects of model parameters on high-resolution WPF and the results imply that forecasting accuracy with complex terrain is more sensitive to the model’s spatial resolution than in the case of flat terrain. Murali et al. [16] use the Navier-Stokes equations with mixed basis formulations to simulate the interaction of multiple wind turbines located in complex terrain and demonstrate good agreement with the field measurements.

The CFD simulation of a wind farm flow fields includes both terrain modeling and wake modeling; the terrain and wake effects can be combined in two different ways [17]. One is the coupling of CFD simulation with full-scale or simplified wind turbine modeling [18,19], and the other is the superposition of CFD terrain simulation and semi-empirical engineering wake models [20]. According to different turbulence scales, terrain effects can be simulated by Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), detached eddy simulation (DES) or large eddy simulation (LES) methods, among which the computation load varies considerably as the precision does [21]. According to Sanderse [22], for the applications like wind turbine layout optimization and wind power estimation, which focus on averaged wind velocities in wind turbine far wake area, the superposition of turbulent kinetic energies and velocity deficits is the most popular approach. Therefore, to speed up the modeling process, the fastest RANS model and the simplest engineering wake model should be adopted to calculate the terrain effects and wake effects, respectively.

However, even using the simplified superposition schemes of wind farm flow field simulation, the CFD modelling of the flow over complex terrain still has a heavy computational burden [21], which is unable to meet the timeliness requirements of short-term WPF [23]. In view of this, Li et al. [24,25] have devised a short-term WPF method based on CFD pre-calculated flow fields (CPFF), which allows the CFD calculations to be completed prior to the forecasting analysis, and saved in a flow characteristics database. Then meso-scale NWP data is used as input to the established database to predict the wind power for different future time periods. The CPFF-based WPF method dramatically reduces the time needed by the forecasting process and provides a good balance between computation time and forecasting accuracy.

Nevertheless, for wind farms located in complex terrain or covering large spatial extents, the elevations of different wind turbines can vary considerably. The CPFF method outlined above uses extrapolation from a single virtual mast to estimate the wind speeds at all wind turbine locations; it is unable to accurately represent the wind speeds across the entire wind farm, and this limits the power prediction accuracy [26]. Since it is also unrealistic to establish an individual forecasting model for each of the wind turbines in a wind farm, the compromise based on wind turbine clustering is seen as attractive [27]. In such an approach, as developed here for the first time, a clustering flow field database can be established, where wind turbines in the wind farm are classified into a few clusters and a forecasting model is made for each cluster.
Clustering methods have been widely used in many research areas, the commonly used clustering methods can be divided into partitioning-based, hierarchical-based, density-based, model-based and graph-based clustering [28]. Each category has its own clustering characteristics and application fields, and some clustering techniques have already been applied to wind power analysis and forecasting. Yan et al. [29] developed a clustering approach to WPF based on the combination of a model-based self-organizing feature mapping clustering approach and a statistical forecasting method. The validations from two large wind farms proved that its forecasting accuracy is highly improved compared with the un-clustered model. D. Liu et al. [30] undertook wind speed forecasting with graph-based spectral clustering and then used a wavelet transformation to decompose the wind speed. The clustering forecasting method increases the accuracy for multiple simultaneous prediction. According to the daily similarity of wind power, Dong et al. [31] used a partitioning-based K-means method to divide the historical daily NWP data into a number of clusters. Then, the historical samples in the clusters similar to the forecasting day were chosen as training data to build a neural network model, the work presents an approach which has high day-ahead forecasting accuracy. All of the above researches have made great improvements on the accuracy of the original un-clustered forecasting models. However, the clustering methods used in the above papers are always used together with statistical WPF models, and there is no indication of how well it will work in other forecasting circumstances. Besides, no formal criteria are adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of different clustering models, which makes it difficult to optimize model parameters. In this paper, attention is first focused on the clustering to improve physically based WPF models, and corresponding evaluation criteria are also proposed.

This work investigates for the first time the application of clustering methods to improve the accuracy of WPF based on the established approach of using CPFF. The specific goals of this paper are to identify the most effective wind turbine clustering methods and then to demonstrate that these can produce more accurate results for the CPFF-based WPF approach. Three clustering algorithms are adopted to build wind turbine clustering models for a wind farm in complex terrain. Three criteria based on distance matrices are proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of the clustering schemes. A representative wind turbine is selected from each cluster as a virtual mast via a correlation analysis of the measured data, and then the flow field databases based on them can be constructed. The NWP for wind speed and wind direction data at virtual masts positions are taken as the inputs to the clustering CPFF database. Through the rigorous effectiveness evaluation of the clustering models and the analysis of WPF results, a clustering pre-calculated CFD (CPCC) model for physical WPF is proposed. This not only supports the establishment of an accurate and fast physical WPF model, but also improves the accuracy of WPF results.

This paper has five sections: Section 1 describes relevant background material and outlines the general content of the paper; Section 2 describes the principles of three clustering algorithms to be investigated; Section 3 describes the modeling processes and the results of different clustering methods; Section 4 describes the WPF based on CPCC model and analyzes the forecasting results; Section 5 presents the final conclusions.

2. Wind Turbine Clustering Algorithms

The K-means clustering, hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) and spectral clustering (SC) algorithms are different forms of centroid-based clustering, hierarchical clustering and graph-based clustering, respectively. The principles and modeling processes of different algorithms are outlined below.

2.1. K-Means Clustering

The K-means method [32,33] is an unsupervised learning algorithm widely used for data classification. The main idea is to obtain optimal centroids for each of the assumed $k$ clusters; this is done by assuming initial centroid locations and then iteration to identify the optimal locations.
The iteration process is terminated once the objective function $J$ achieves its minimum to an agreed resolution. $J$ is defined by Equation (1):

$$ J = \sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{i=1}^{m_{j}} \| x_{i}^{(j)} - c_{j} \|^{2} $$

(1)

where $\| x_{i}^{(j)} - c_{j} \|^{2}$ is the squared Euclidean distance between data point $x_{i}^{(j)}$ and its cluster center $c_{j}$, and $m_{j}$ is the elements number within the $j$-th cluster.

The modeling process of K-means clustering is as follows:

(a) Randomly place $k$ points into the space represented by the objects that are being clustered. These points represent the initial cluster centroids.
(b) Assign each object to the cluster that has the closest centroid.
(c) Recalculate the positions of the $k$ centroids, according to the distance between points and centroids.
(d) Repeat steps b and c until the centroids no longer move, and $J$ stabilizes to its minimum value.

### 2.2. Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering

Hierarchical clustering is the hierarchical decomposition of a data set that fulfill specified objective conditions. Hierarchical clustering has two categories, agglomerative and divisive clustering, and wind turbine clustering is generally treated as an agglomerative clustering problem.

HAC [34,35] adopts a bottom-up strategy. Clustering results are mainly determined by two metrics, one is the distance between data pairs, and the other is the linkage criterion, a function taking distance as the variant. The modeling process of HAC is as follows.

(a) Assign each item to a single cluster and calculate the distance between every two items to form a distance matrix with size $m \times m$.
(b) Find the most similar (the closest) pair of clusters $C_{p}, C_{q}$, which fulfills $\max_{p,q} \{ \ell(C_{p}, C_{q}) \}$, and then merge them into one cluster, so now there are $m-1$ clusters in total.
(c) Compute the similarities (distances) between the new cluster and each of the previous clusters.
(d) Repeat steps b and c until the number of clusters is reduced to $k$.

During the whole modeling process, the squared Euclidean distance is taken as the distance metric, and the linkage criterion is realized by the complete-linkage [36], shown as Equation (2), the goal of which is to minimize the maximum squared Euclidean distance between every two clusters. $\omega_{ij}$ is the similarity between item $i$ and $j$:

$$ l_{\text{complete}}(C_{p}, C_{q}) = \min_{i \in C_{p}, j \in C_{q}} \omega_{ij} $$

(2)

### 2.3. Spectral Clustering

The SC technique [37,38] makes use of the spectrum of a similarity matrix of the data to perform dimension reduction before clustering in fewer dimensions. Compared with traditional clustering methods, SC can cluster on an arbitrary shape of sample space and converge to the global optimal. SC is a point-to-point clustering method, the essence of which is to turn clustering problems into the optimal partition of the spectrum problem, to create subgraphs having the biggest internal similarity and the smallest external similarity. For the clustering of a data set $X$ with the size of $m$, SC follows the steps given below:

(a) Build the similarity matrix $S$ of data set $X = \{ x_{1}, x_{2}, \ldots, x_{m} \}$, $S \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$, and $S_{ij}$ is the weight vector connecting the $i$-th and the $j$-th data point, where
\[ S_{ij} = \begin{cases} \exp \left( \frac{-||x_i - x_j||^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) & i \neq j \\ 0 & i = j \end{cases} \] (3)

(b) Define a diagonal matrix \( J \), the \((i, i)\) element of \( J \) is computed as the summation of all the items in the \(i\)-th row of matrix \( S \). Then construct the Laplacian matrix \( L = J^{-1/2}SJ^{-1/2} \).

c) Compute the \(k\) largest eigenvectors in matrix \( L \), and then construct the eigenvector space \( Y \) via the stack of column vectors, \( Y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_k\} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times k} \).

d) Normalize the items in matrix \( Y \), and then obtain the normalized matrix \( Z \). The items in \( Z \) are calculated by Equation (4).

\[ Z_{ij} = \frac{Y_{ij}}{\sqrt{\sum_j Y_{ij}^2}} \] (4)

e) Take the items in each row of \( Z \) as a single point, and try to classify the \(m\) points in eigenvector space into \(k\) clusters, by using K-means or other classical clustering methods.

3. Wind Turbine Clustering Models

3.1. Wind Farm and Input Data Description

An onshore wind farm in the Shanxi province of northern China is used for wind turbine clustering and subsequent WPF analysis. The wind farm is located in an area of complex terrain, which is the overland of Loess Plateau and desert steppe, and comprises 33 × 1.5 MW wind turbines with the hub heights of 80 m. The maximum elevation difference between turbines is up to 200 m. Figure 1 shows the layout of wind turbines.

![Figure 1. Layout of wind turbines.](image)

The prevailing wind direction at the site is from the north (0° sector), and the corresponding wind rose can be seen in Figure 2. The data obtained from the wind farm include real-time wind speed and output power of each wind turbine for one-year from the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system on a 15-min basis. Since there is no available NWP, the measured wind speed is used to replace the NWP in this paper. This is not an issue as the aim is to demonstrate the relative improvement in wind power forecasts that can be achieved using clustering.
Due to the effects of wind farm terrain and the wake of upstream wind turbines, wind turbines in different locations experience different wind speeds at hub height and thus, produce different output power. To prepare for WPF, the measured wind power and wind speed of each wind turbine are taken as the inputs to different wind turbine clustering approaches. The characteristics of each wind turbine are represented by four annual average parameters: average wind speed; standard deviation of wind speed; average wind power and standard deviation of wind power. These four parameters respectively for the $r$-th wind turbine are calculated with Equations (5)–(8):

$$V_{\text{mean},r} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_{ri}$$

$$V_{\text{std},r} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (V_{ri} - V_{\text{mean},r})^2}$$

$$P_{\text{mean},r} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_{ri}$$

$$P_{\text{std},r} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (P_{ri} - P_{\text{mean},r})^2}$$

where $V$ and $P$ are measured wind speed and wind power values, respectively. $r = 1, 2, \ldots, m$, represents different wind turbines. $m$ is the total number of wind turbines within a wind farm, and $N$ is the size of measured time series ($V$ and $P$).

The four parameters of each wind turbine are normalized using Equation (9) and form the parameter matrix for the clustering model, which has a size of $m \times 4$:

$$x_{\text{norm},r,i} = \frac{x_{r,i} - \min(X_i)}{\max(X_i) - \min(X_i)}$$

where $x_{r,i}$ is the $i$th characteristic value of the $r$th wind turbine, $x_{\text{norm},r,i}$ is the normalized value of $x_{r,i}$, $X_i = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m\}$ is a one-dimensional matrix containing the $i$th characteristic values of all $m$ wind turbines, $i = 1, 2, 3, 4$. 

Figure 2. Wind rose.
3.2. Criteria Used to Assess Clustering Effectiveness

Taking the $m \times 4$ parameter matrix as input, clustering models can be established based on the K-means, HAC and SC algorithms. Analysis of the distance within and between clusters can be undertaken to determine the relative effectiveness of the different clustering approaches. The Silhouette Coefficient, the Calinski-Harabaz and within-between indices have been used in this assessment; they are outlined below.

3.2.1. Silhouette Coefficient

The Silhouette Coefficient (Sico) \[39\] is used to evaluate the internal cohesion and external separation of clusters. The silhouette value $s(x)$ and Sico are defined in Equations (10) and (11) respectively:

$$s(x) = \frac{b(x) - a(x)}{\max\{a(x), b(x)\}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$Sico = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} s(x_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $a(x)$ is the average dissimilarity of $x$ with all the other items within the same cluster, and $b(x)$ is the lowest average dissimilarity of $x$ to any other cluster, of which $x$ is not a member.

$s(x) \in [-1, 1]$. If $s(x) \in [-1, 0]$ and $b(x) < a(x)$, the clustering scheme is not reasonable, and least acceptable when $s(x) = -1$. However, when $s(x) \in [0, 1]$ and $b(x) > a(x)$, then the clustering scheme is reasonable, with $s(x) = 1$ giving the best performance.

3.2.2. Calinski-Harabaz and within-between Indices

The Calinski-Harabaz (CH) index \[40\] and within-between (WB) index \[41\] are indices based on the sum of squared distances, and can be computed using Equations (12) and (13), respectively:

$$CH(k) = \frac{SSB/(k-1)}{SSW/(m-k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$WB(k) = k \times SSW/SSB$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

In the above equations, sum of squares within (SSW) and sum of squares between (SSB) represent the metrics for within cluster variance and between cluster variance, respectively. For a given cluster, SSW is the summation of the squared Euclidean distance between each item within the cluster and the cluster centroid, SSB is the squared Euclidean distance between the cluster centroid and the centroid of all $m$ items times the size of this cluster. The total SSW and SSB of all wind turbines can be calculated from Equations (14) and (15):

$$SSW = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \|x_i - C_{pi}\|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$SSB = \sum_{j=1}^{k} n_j \|C_j - \overline{X}\|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $m$ is the number of wind turbines in a wind farm, $k$ is the number of clusters, $C_{pi}$ is the cluster center of the $p$th cluster where the $i$th wind turbine belongs, $n_j$ is the number of wind turbines in the $j$th cluster, $C_j$ is the cluster center of the $j$th cluster, $\overline{X} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i$ is the centroid of all wind turbines in the wind farm.

The values of the above three criteria can be used to evaluate different clustering methods and identify the optimal cluster numbers as well, which follow the roles that high values of Sico and CH index indicate effective clustering, whilst a low value of WB index is preferred.
3.3. Wind Turbine Clustering Analysis

K-means, HAC and SC algorithms are used to build wind turbine clustering models within the wind farm and the Sico together with the CH and WB indices are used to evaluate the different cluster models. Finally, the optimal wind turbine clustering scheme for the selected wind farm was determined from the analysis of clustering results. The values of three evaluation indices for the different clustering models has been calculated for cluster number $k$ from two to nine, and then the curves for different indices as a function of cluster number are plotted as in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The variation of indices with the increase of cluster number for the different models: (a) Silhouette coefficient; (b) Calinski-Harabaz index; (c) WB index.

Figure 3 illustrates that with the increase of cluster number, different clustering methods have similar trends, while the different indices exhibit different trends. The Sico rises to a local maximum at $k = 3$ for all clustering approaches, then declines to a minimum, and finally increases. The CH index also increases to a maximum at $k = 3$, and then decreases. The WB index declines rapidly to $k = 3$ (a local minimum for the HAC) and then in general more slowly with the increasing $k$. Taking the three measures together suggests that the optimal number of clusters is three for all these three clustering methods. According to Figure 3, for a settled cluster number, K-means model has the highest Sico and CH index values, while with the lowest WB index value as a whole. Thus, for the given case, K-means model gives the overall best clustering results, SC model ranks the second, and HAC performs a little worse than the other two models.

4. Clustering Pre-Calculated CFD-Based WPF

Based on the presented wind turbine clustering models, the CPCC model can be established for short-term WPF. Using the representative wind turbines identified for each cluster, virtual masts can be selected and then applied to the CPCC based WPF.
4.1. CFD Database of Flow Field Characteristics

The key point of the CPFF-based WPF method [24,25] is to rescale the predicted meso-scale NWP wind speed from the virtual mast position to every wind turbine location using CFD simulation of wind farm flow fields and so provide wind power forecasts considering both terrain and wake effects. The modeling process can be summarized as follows.

First, a CFD flow model of the wind farm site and surrounding area is constructed (but without wind turbines) based on terrain elevation and surface roughness data. Considering the elevation drop and aspect ratio of the computing domain, the solution domain is specified as an extension of 7 km out of the wind farm boundary in each horizontal direction and about five times the total elevation drop in height direction. Then, a central area refinement meshing scheme is adopted, and the horizontal resolution of the refinement area is 40 m. The elevation distribution and the partial mesh of computation domain showing the changes of topography are shown in Figures 4 and 5. A commercial CFD code PHOENICS with RNG $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model [42] have been used to simulate the wind flow. For each inflow wind condition, the entrance position of the computation domain is determined by the inflow wind direction, and the entrance boundary is set to a vertical wind profile given by the exponential law (Equation (16)). Flow modelling is undertaken for a full range of wind speeds and directions to cover all possible inflow conditions. The inflow wind speeds are respectively set to 2, 4, 6, . . . , 24 m/s, and the wind directions are distributed in 16 sectors evenly spaced from 0° to 337.5° with the sector width of 22.5°; the combination of each wind speed and each wind direction comprises a discrete inflow, with 192 discrete inflow wind conditions in total. Taking 10 m/s inflow wind speed as an example, the wind velocity distributions of the CFD domain for 0° and 180° inflow wind directions can be obtained and shown in Figure 6:

$$U_n = U_1 \left(\frac{Z_n}{Z_1}\right)^{\alpha} \tag{16}$$

where $\alpha$ is the wind shear exponent, $Z_1$ is the height on the top of the atmospheric boundary layer, $U_n$ and $U_1$ are the wind velocities at the height $Z_n$ and $Z_1$, respectively, and $U_1$ is set to be the speed of inflow wind.

Figure 4. Elevation distribution within wind farm area.
Then the wind turbines and virtual masts are located within the flow domain according to their spatial coordinates, and wake deficits are calculated using the Larsen wake model [43]. The superposition of the wake effects of multiple upstream wind turbines is computed using the sum of squared velocities method [44]. In this manner, the wind speed and direction at each turbine hub height can be obtained. Finally, the wind turbine power curve is used to calculate the output power of the individual wind turbines for all possible wind conditions. These results are formed into a database to be used for the prediction of wind power output.

The Larsen wake model is a fast semi-empirical engineering model used for calculating wind turbine wakes. Assuming the wind velocity deficits of different downstream wind turbines are similar, and then the wake velocity deficit $\Delta U$ can be computed using Equation (17):

$$
\Delta U = -\frac{U_{WT}}{9} (C_T Ax)^{-2} \left[ \frac{2}{3} \frac{R_w}{(3c_1^2 C_T A x)^{-\frac{1}{2}}} - \left( \frac{35}{2\pi} \left( \frac{m}{3c_1^2} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \right)^2 \right]
$$

where $x$ is the distance along the axial coordinate direction, $A$ is the swept area of wind rotor, $C_T$ is the thrust coefficient of wind turbine, $c_1$ is the dimensionless mixing length, $U_{WT}$ is the average wind speed at wind turbine hub height, $R_w$ is the wake radius.
4.2. WPF Model Based on Clustering CFD Database

During the modeling process, the wind turbine that is the most representative of each cluster is selected as the virtual mast, and then the wind speeds at hub height and the output power can be calculated based on the flow fields extrapolated from the virtual mast position. The representative wind turbines can be identified through the calculation of the overall correlation coefficient (OCC) for all wind turbines within each cluster. The turbine with the highest OCC value can be chosen as the representative wind turbine, the OCC is defined according to Equation (18):

\[
OCC(X_p) = \frac{\sum_{q \in C_i} \frac{Cov(X_p, X_q)}{\sqrt{Var(X_p)Var(X_q)}}}{m_i}
\]

(18)

where \(m_i\) is the number of the turbines in cluster \(i\), \(p\) and \(q\) are two arbitrary wind turbines in the \(i\)th cluster, \(p, q \in C_i\). \(X_p\) and \(X_q\) are two-dimensional measurement matrixes of the \(i\)th and \(j\)th wind turbine, respectively. \(Cov(X_p, X_q)\) is the covariance between \(X_p\) and \(X_q\). \(Var(X_p)\) and \(Var(X_q)\) are the variance of \(X_p\) and \(X_q\), respectively.

Taking the time series data of NWP wind speeds and wind directions at the virtual masts positions as inputs, the corresponding wind power of each wind turbine can be read by searching for neighboring wind conditions in mast columns within each sub-database. Then linear interpolation is used to compute the forecasting output power of every wind turbine under the given input conditions. To take account of wind turbine availability, the predicted power of the whole wind farm is computed from the sum of the forecast power of wind turbines in operation at the time in question. Figure 7 gives the flow chart for establishing a clustering WPF model.

![Figure 7](image_url)

Figure 7. The modeling process of the WPF based on clustering database.

4.3. Case Analysis for Clustering WPF Method

With the flow fields calculated by the CFD model, K-means, HAC and SC methods are applied separately to build the clustering CFD databases for different cluster sizes that can then be used...
for WPF. According to the stated requirements for short term wind power prediction in China [45],
the time resolution should be 15 min, and the monthly root mean square error (RMSE) of short-term
WPF should be lower than 20%. RMSE [46] is used as the error index to evaluate the forecasts of wind
power for the entire wind farm over one year against measured data:

$$\text{RMSE} = \frac{1}{P} \sqrt{\frac{\sum (y'_t - y_t)^2}{N}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $y'_t$ is the forecast wind power at time $t$, $y_t$ is the measured wind power at time $t$, and $P$ is the
total capacity of the wind farm.

4.3.1. The Final Clustering Scheme for WPF

For each of these three clustering models considered, the annual RMSE of the predicted wind
power for the whole wind farm is calculated while $k$ ranges from two to nine to obtain the curves
showing how forecasting error varies with cluster number, as in Figure 8.

Figure 8 illustrates that with the increase of $k$, the error curves for the three clustering WPF models
show similar trends, which initially fall fast and then remain fairly constant. The most consistent
minimum error occurs when $k$ is three. Over the range of $k$ from two to nine, the clustering WPF model
based on K-means, HAC and SC have the average annual RMSE of 7.5%, 7.8% and 7.6%, respectively.

![Figure 8. The annual RMSEs of different clustering WPF models as a function of cluster number.](image)

The HAC method has the highest WPF error, the SC-based model performs a little better, and
K-means clustering method shows the best WPF accuracy. The error analysis above confirms the
conclusions drawn from the assessment of clustering performance presented in Section 3.3, which in
turn proves the effectiveness of the three indices (Sico, CH and WB) used in clustering assessments.

The optimal cluster number for all three methods is found to be three. Moreover, all three
clustering models produce exactly the same clustering scheme for $k$ is three. According to the OCC
computations for all wind turbines, the optimal clustering scheme and the corresponding OCCs of all
wind turbines are shown in Table 1. Grey highlights show the highest OCC values of each cluster.

Table 1 indicates that the numbers of wind turbines in the three clusters are 11, 14 and 8,
respectively. The wind turbines that have the highest OCCs within each cluster are 26#, 13# and
15#, respectively. These three representative wind turbine locations are taken as the virtual masts of
three sub-databases used for WPF.
Table 1. The optimal clustering scheme and OCC statistics of all wind turbines. ($k = 3$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster I</th>
<th>Cluster II</th>
<th>Cluster III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>OCC (%)</td>
<td>WT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>89.30</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.58</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>89.86</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>91.62</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>92.63</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>87.50</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>91.99</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>92.81</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>92.59</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>92.84</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>91.64</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2. WPF Analysis for Optimal Clustering Scheme

Based on the consistent assessments of clustering performance and WPF accuracy, the optimal clustering with $k = 3$ is used to establish CFD flow field databases. By taking the NWP time series data of wind speed and wind direction at the location of 13#, 15# and 26# turbines as input, respectively, and then searching for nearby wind conditions in the established databases, the power generated by the wind turbines within each cluster can be calculated by linear interpolation. Compared with the measurement data of the wind farm, RMSE is taken as error index to evaluate the improvements from the optimal clustering WPF model against the WPF models without clustering for different spatial and temporal scales.

(1) Annual error of forecasting wind power

The annual RMSEs of the wind power predicted by both the clustering database and three sub-databases for the entire wind farm are presented in Figure 9, and for every wind turbine individually in Figure 10.

Figure 9. The annual RMSE of wind farm output power predicted by different databases.
As can be seen from Figures 9 and 10, compared with all sub-databases, the clustering database gives the highest annual accuracy for both individual wind turbines and whole wind farm. For the whole wind farm, the use of the clustering database helps to reduce the error by 4.2%, 5.2% and 2.9% for 13#, 15# and 26# databases, respectively. For the annual RMSE of a single wind turbine, the clustering database has the same error as each sub-database for the wind turbines within the corresponding cluster.

(2) Monthly error of forecasting wind power

Based on the clustering database and sub-databases, the monthly RMSE of the forecasting wind power for the entire farm can be computed and plotted as Figure 11.

As can be seen in Figure 11, the 15# database has the highest annual and monthly RMSE, and 26# database has the lowest ones. For all these databases, the RMSEs of June and October are much higher than the other months. The clustering database has managed to decrease the RMSE of June by 4.0%, 8.4% and 3.2% respectively for three sub-databases, and the RMSE of October has been decreased by 6.0%, 4.7% and 2.8%, respectively. For the wind power predicted by clustering database, the monthly RMSE of twelve months are all lower than 10%.
(3) Error distributions for forecasting wind power

It is also instructive to investigate the error distributions for the forecasting power associated with different databases. 5% is used as the error interval and then errors within $[-50\%, +50\%]$ are presented. The mid-point of each interval is employed to represent each 5% wide interval as in Figure 12.

![Histograms of error distributions for different databases](image)

**Figure 12.** Error frequency distributions for different databases: (a) clustering database; (b) 13# sub-database; (c) 15# sub-database; (d) 26# sub-database.

From Figure 12, it is clear that using clustering by far the highest proportion, 49.8%, falls into the zero error category $[-2.5\%, +2.5\%]$, which is significantly higher than 38.2%, 39.7% and 42.0% for three sub-databases. Over 90% of the cluster based forecasting power fall into the range of $-10\%$ to $10\%$.

(4) Short-term wind power forecasts

Whether for the whole year or 12 individual months, for the whole wind farm or 33 individual wind turbines, the clustering database always gives better accuracy than the other three sub-databases. Figure 13 shows the comparisons between predicted and measured wind power for short-term trends over three days from two selected months (January and April).

It is apparent that the power predicted by sub-databases reasonably follows the general variational trends of measured wind power. However, for the time points where there is an abrupt change of the output wind power (or wind speed), the predicted wind power can deviate markedly from the measured one. In contrast, the use of clustering significantly improves the accuracy in this situation.
In this paper, three indices to evaluate clustering effectiveness have been used to assess the performance of the different proposed clustering methods. The clustering models presented in this paper were then applied to CPCC based WPF. From the error analysis of wind power forecasts, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. The analysis of WPF error confirmed the effectiveness of the three measures (Silhouette Coefficient, Calinski-Harabaz and WB indices) for assessing clustering performance proposed in this paper, and the three clustering evaluation indices are all in close agreement.

2. For a given cluster number $k$, K-means method gives the best clustering results, SC ranks the second, and HAC is a little worse than the other two methods. For $k$ is three, all three clustering methods give the same clustering performance, in fact they share exact the same clustering scheme.

3. For different temporal scales (yearly, monthly or daily) and spatial scales (wind farm or wind turbine), the clustering approach always produces more accurate forecasts power than those from single sub-databases, and can decrease the annual forecasting RMSE of the whole wind farm by up to 5.2%.

4. Use of clustering database dramatically improves the distribution of forecasting errors. The errors within $[-10\%, 10\%]$ are 14.4% higher than 15# sub-database. The clustering database produces more accurate wind power predictions for different short-term variation scenarios than the other sub-databases.

Figure 13. Short-term variations of the predicted power using different databases: (a) January; (b) April.
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Nomenclature
List of Abbreviations:
- WPF: Wind power forecasting
- CFD: Computational fluid dynamics
- CPFF: CFD pre-calculated flow fields
- CPCC: Clustering pre-calculated CFD
- SCADA: Supervisory control and data acquisition
- HAC: Hierarchical agglomerative clustering
- SC: Spectral clustering
- RANS: Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
- DES: Detached eddy simulation
- LES: Large eddy simulation
- Sico: Silhouette coefficient
- CH: Calinski-Harabaz
- WB: Within-between
- SSW: Sum of squares within
- SSB: Sum of squares between
- OCC: Overall correlation coefficient
- NWP: Numerical weather prediction
- RMSE: Root mean square error
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